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Question and Variables 
Is there a way to stop water bottles from spilling by engineering a design 
made to hold the bottle in place?
• The independent variable was the water bottle holder design.
• The dependent variable was how often and how far the water bottle fell. I 

measured this with a tape measure.
• The control I used was water bottles without a holder.
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Diagram of Design A

Purpose
• I became interested in this project when my science teacher slipped 

and fell on water that was spilled in class from a water bottle. I had 
seen holders for various things built out of pvc pipes before, and I 
wanted to create a water bottle holder out of pvc pipes as well. While 
my project is not perfect, it can help prevent water bottles from spilling 
and prevent people from slipping on water-bottle spills.



       First, I researched different sizes of water bottles. I did this to try and come up with the size I was 
going to make the water bottle holders. Afterwards, I researched different water bottle holders. One of 
the bottle holders I researched had an adjustable fabric top. This helped me come up with the idea to 
sew a fabric top for my holder. I also had to research my supplies, such as my pvc pipes, non-slip 
material, and the joints. Finally, so I could be more informed about my topic, I researched why people 
slip on water bottle spills. I found that water fills in microscopic cracks and holes in the surface of the 
floor. Friction works better on surfaces with cracks and crevices. The water filling the cracks in the floor 
reduces friction, therefore making people more likely to slip on the surface.
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Research

• I used several different sizes of water bottles I had at home.
• 10ft of ¾ pvc pipes
• 10 elbow connectors ¾
• 3-way elbow pvc-8 count
• Pvc cement
• Pvc primer
• Anti-skid pad

Materials (be very specific)



Hypothesis

If I test Design A and Design B of water bottle holders, then design B will 
prevent the bottle from falling over and spilling the most often.
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Design A

Design BConstants of Experiment
• The amount of water in the bottle was the same.
• The force on each water bottle was kept as similar as possible.
• Various water bottles were used, but kept the same for each trial and 

experiment.
• The measuring system was kept the same.
• The same type of pvc type was used.
• The same fabric and elastic were used for the tops.
•  The sewed tops were made the same way.
• The size of pvc was kept the same as the joints.



Procedures
1.   Buy all materials from Lowes, Ace, and Joann’s
2. Cut four 7-inch pvc tubes with a saw
3. Cut three 5-inch pvc tubes off the large pvc tube with a saw
4. Cut two 1.5-inch pvc tubes off the large pvc tube with a saw
5. Connect the four 7-inch pvc pipes to the three 5-inch pvc pipes
6. Connect the two 1.5-inch pvc pipes to the non-elbow 3-way connector
7. Connect the two 1.5 inch pvc pipes and the non-elbow connector
8. Cut a 5-inch pvc pipe from the big pvc tube 
9. Attach the 5-inch pvc pipe to the non-elbow 3-way connector               

10. Cut two 2-inch tubes from the large pvc pipe                                         
11. Attach an elbow connector to the 5-inch tube, facing downward           
12. Attach a 2-inch tube to the elbow connector                                          
13. Attach an elbow connector to the 2-inch tube, facing inward                 
14. Attach the other 2-inch tube to the elbow connector                              
15. Attach an elbow connector to the second tube facing upwards           
16. Stick a non-slip pad to the upwards-facing connector
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A few images from my 
board. The top one 
shows a holder during 
assembly, and the 
bottom one shows a 
holder with a bottle.



Procedures continued
17. Put aside the first holder you just built. The following instructions are for holder #2
18. Cut four 5-inch tubes from the large pvc pipe
19. Attach a 3-way elbow connector to the four 5-inch tube
20. Cut three more 5-inch tubes from the large pipe with a saw 
21. Repeat steps 7-9 with holder #2
22. Cut two 1.5-inch tubes from the large pvc pipe
23. Repeat steps 7-9 with holder #2
24. Cut a 3-inch tube from the large pvc pipe
25. Attach an elbow connector to the previously mentioned 5-inch tube
26. Attach the 3-inch tube to the elbow connector from step #25
27. Attach an elbow connector to the 3-inch tube 
28. Cut a 2.5 inch pvc tube from the large pvc pipe with a saw 
29. Cut three 2-inch tubes from the large Pvc pipe.    

         30. Attach the tubes to four elbow connectors to form a square     
         31. Cut two 1-inch tubes from the large pipe with a saw      
         32. Attach a 3-way non-elbow connector between the two tubes 
         33. Attach the two connected tubes to the remaining space in the square
         34. Attach the non-elbow connector to the 2.5 pipe from step 29  
         35. Take the fabric that you bought from JoAnn’s    
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Procedures continued
         36. Cut two 12-inch by 25-inch pieces of fabric 

37. Cut eight 6-inch by 3.5-inch pieces of fabric 
38. Sew the two six inch-sides together on one 6-inch by 3.5-inch piece of fabric 
39. Flip the tube inside out.
40. Repeat steps 38- 39 for all the six-inch by 3.5-inch pieces of fabric   
41. For the 12-inch by 25-inch piece of fabric,   sew the 12-inch sides together to form a tube 
42. Repeat step 41 for the other piece of fabric
43. Sew one of the 6-inch by 3.5-inch pieces of fabric on the large 12-inch by 16-inch piece of fabric. You will 
decide where it goes by measuring it on the holder. Generally, the tubes will form the four corners of a 
square.
44. Repeat step 43 three time
45. Repeat steps 43 and 44 for the other big piece of fabric.
46. Cut a string of elastic, 6 inch by ½ cm long
47. Put the string of elastic on one 12 by 16-inch fabric piece
48. Sew the elastic together to form a rubber band-likeshape
49. Sew the piece of fabric together on the 16-inch side, seams facing outward, so it forms a scrunchie-like 
fabric
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Procedures continued
50. Repeat steps 42-44 for the other 12 by 16-inch piece of fabric
51. Place the two sewn pieces on the top of the holder, small tubes going over the four pipes.
52. To cement, take the primer and cement

         53. Take the sewn tops off of the holder
         54. First, cement design A. You will cement everywhere a tube connects to a joint.
         55. To cement, take a tube out of a joint
         56. Take the brush that came with the primer out of the primer bottle
         57. Wipe the excess primer on the side of the bottle.

58. Brush the remaining primer on the inside of the joint, outside of the tube, and inside the joint again
59. Quickly take the cement brush and wipe the excess off, just like the primer.

         60. Brush the cement on the outside of the tube, the inside of the joint, and the outside of the tube again        
         61. Very quickly, attach the tube to the joint and do a quarter turn (if possible)
         62. Hold the joint and tube together for 1 minute, and then let go
         63. Wipe the excess off the tube and joint with a towel
         64.  Repeat for all joints of design A. You may have to do two at once.
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Procedures continued
         65. For design B, cement  all joints and tubes except two parallel connections on different tubes on the 
square that wraps around the table legs 
         66. If wanted, spray paint both holders after taking the sewn tops off. Follow the instructions on the bottle of 
spray paint.
         67. Let the holders completely dry.
         68. Put the tops back on the holders.
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Procedures for Experiment
1. Buy or use  5 water bottles of different sizes- One that is 10.25 in. tall (including the cap) and has a 

diameter of 2.75 in.; 9 in. tall, diameter: 2.875 in.; 9.25 in. tall, diameter: 2.75 in.; 6.25 in. tall, 
diameter: 4 in.; 9.5 in. tall, diameter: 3.25 in. 

2. Set up holder A so it is holding on to the table
3. Put a single water bottle in holder A
4. Try knocking it over
5. Repeat steps two to three for every single water bottle
6. Record the results
7. Set up holder B so it is attached to the table leg.
8. Put a water bottle in holder B
9. Try knocking it over the same way you did for step 3

10. Repeat steps five to six for every bottle
11. Record the results
12. Put a water bottle on the table without the holder
13. Try knocking it over
14. Record the results
15. Repeat for each bottle
16. Repeat steps 2-15 two more times
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Procedure Pictures and Diagrams 
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One of the holders before 
fully assembled and 
painted.

Design B before painting, 
design A in background.

Diagram of Design B



Data Table
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Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3
Design A 14.5 cm 12 cm 12.25 cm

18.5 cm 13.25 cm 14 cm
24 cm 13.5 cm 14 cm
18.5 cm 14.25 cm 12.5 cm
18 cm 17 cm 21.5 cm

Design B didn't move 1 cm didn't move
didn't move didn't move tipped over
didn't move 1 cm 3cm
didn't move 2 cm-bottom fell 2cm
didn't move didn't move 1cm

Control fell fell fell
fell fell fell
fell fell fell
fell fell fell
fell fell



Graph
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NOTE: In order 
to make this 
graph, 50 was 
chosen as a 
representational 
number for the 
bottle falling of 
the table.

The original purpose of this experiment was to build a 
holder for water bottles to prevent them from spilling. I 
had come up with two designs: design A and design B. 
The results of this experiment were that design A 
allowed movement when hit more often than design B, 
making design B more effective at preventing spills.

Data Analysis/Results

     My hypothesis was: If I test Design A and Design B of water 
bottle holders, then design B will prevent the bottle from falling 
over the most often. The results indicate the hypothesis should be 
supported. Because of the results of this experiment, I wonder if 
there are any minimalist designs of water bottle holders that would 
work better. If I were to conduct this experiment again, I would 
make the pipes that connect to the tube adjustable. I would also 
try to come up with a minimalist design.

Conclusion



Abstract
Spill Saver

The purpose of this experiment was to build a model to prevent water bottles from tipping and falling over. I was testing if the 
water bottles would fall over or move compared to each design. The hypothesis was: If I test design A and design B of water 
bottle holders, then design B will prevent the bottle from falling over the most often.
 
My experiment procedure consisted of buying materials, making both holders, cementing them, sewing the tops, and trying 
to knock down water bottles. The sample consisted of five water bottles of various sizes, of various materials, all empty. The 
manipulated variable was the water bottle holder design. The responding variable was if and how far the water bottles 
moved. To measure the responding variable, I used a tape measure with both inches and centimeters.
   
The results of this experiment were that design B had bottles moving the least. Some of the errors were pushing a pvc tube 
too far into the connector when cementing, not making design A’s connector adjustable, and cutting the pvc tubes wrong. My 
hypothesis was supported

My findings should be useful for kids in schools or other places with smooth floors where water bottles are common. I would 
be able to keep my bottle at my table, as would my classmates. In the future, I would make the tubes that connect to the 
table adjustable. I would also do more trials in varied conditions, and with a variety of people.
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